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Achieving cost reduction in Offshore Windfarm construction is a key driver in today’s market. MJR is pleased to announce further successes

in this field with an innovative Cable Handling Control System that enables safe and efficient installation of array cable 2nd ends. With a target

of installation of two cables per day with requirements for minimal weather downtime, MJR designed, built and delivered an Active Heave

Control System for a 20Te hydraulically powered closed loop Cable Quadrant Handling Winch, together with the control system for a 5Te

Constant Tension Quadrant Tipping Winch.

Based on the X-Wave AHC platform www.activeheave.com and including sophisticated functionality to electronically synchronise the 20Te

main quadrant lift and 5Te tipping winches, the system has been successfully utilised on its first offshore windfarm campaign meeting all of its

critical performance targets and has now moved on to its next project.

DeepOcean Maersk Recorder Project

Successful design, delivery and mobilisation of innovative Cable Handling

Control System for DeepOcean’s Maersk Recorder 
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p X-Wave AHC Control System for hydraulic 20Te Quadrant Handling Winch including CT mode

p Control system for 5Te CT Quadrant Tipping Winch 

p Synchro mode for automatic speed synchronisation between 20Te AHC and 5Te Winches

p Quadrant Track Locking Pin control

p Quadrant Overboarding A-Frame control

p Tensioner Firing Line Control

p HPU Starters and Control Systems

p Operator Control Remote Desks & HMIs

This fast track project delivery involved design, fabrication, installation and offshore support for the following:

The project engineering phase included working closely with DeepOcean to understand the functional and performance requirements in detail

in order to deliver the optimum technical solution within the budget and schedule constraints.

MJR’s technical ability to develop and deliver a bespoke control system was paramount when awarding this scope

of work. Their understanding of our requirements has produced a technically advanced control system with

performance leading capabilities.  The results are world class, DeepOcean now operates a state of the art Quadrant

Handling System that provides a fast and efficient repeatable process whilst maintaining safe operating procedures

protecting the environment and the product.

Lee Smith, DeepOcean’s Senior Project Engineer responsible for the system concept and delivery.
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